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Abstract 

This research aims to identify potential areas for future sociological research related to arti- 
ficial intelligence (AI). The study used bibliometric analysis methods and the VosViewer pro- 
gram to process data. The data analyzed included 31 articles related to "sociology" and 
"artificial intelligence," and 1,277 articles pertinent to "social" and "artificial intelligence," 
all published on ScienceDirect between 2003 and 2023. Network visualization, overlay, and 
density analysis were used to process the data. This revealed that current sociological re- 
search on AI only covers five topics - artificial intelligence, sociology, technology, affects, 
and artificial intelligence. However, social research on AI has identified 100 topics across 
five datasets, with almost all research being conducted within the past decade. It is notewor- 
thy that "sociology" is not among these 100 topics. However, these 100 topics have the po- 
tential to become sociological research subjects by applying sociological principles. The re- 
search findings suggest that sociologists can publish their scientific documents in 3,800 jour- 
nals and books published by Elsevier, indicating a high probability of acceptance. Further- 
more, the topics can be framed from a sociological perspective, thus providing greater in- 
sight on the subjects and potentially opening up the door to more publications by the sociolo- 
gists. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The study of associating sociology with artificial intelligence (AI) began after 1950. 

Sociology studies contribute to the development of artificial intelligence in education 

(Midhun, 1955; Sebastian, 1955). A significant discussion of sociology in the 1960s and 

1970s did not make sociology a significant discussion. AI, as a trusted computer technology, 

can help data processing in sociology (Shubik, 1960). Sociology was one of the theoretical 

units believed to contribute to AI study (Musés, 1962), and sociological scientists began to 

respond to technological developments through sociological studies (Apter, 1970). Organiza- 

tions as a field of sociological study have begun to be perceived as one aspect of AI study 

(Howard & Morgenroth, 1968; Mallen, 1970). The specialized sociological study of artificial 

intelligence (AI) began in the early 1980s. An essential thing in the study of sociology on AI 

is reassessing sociology's central axiom that human behavior is something distinctively 

'social' (Woolgar, 1985). AI as a computing approach contributes to theory construction in 

sociology (Anderson, 1989; Brent, 1988). The relationship between AI and scientists in ex- 

pert systems, the development of knowledge systems, the influence of AI on social practices, 

and the impact of AI require a sociologist response (Bloomfield, 1988; Schwartz, 1989). 

Studies after the 1990s focused on gender, the sociology of mind, and AI as a social agent 

(Adam, 1993; K. M. Carley, 1996; K. Carley & Newell, 1994; Collins, 1992; Wolfe, 1991). 

Similar studies continued from 2000-2013 (Fuller, 2006; Malsch, 2001; Schillo et al., 2000). 

Specific studies of AI forms began in 2014 (Ferrando, 2014). AI's impact on social 

change was studied in 2017 (Veretekhina et al., 2017). Studies after 2018 have still focused 

on the theoretical study and conceptual preparedness of sociologists for the development of 

AI (Mlynář et al., 2018; Vasile, 2018), but most have studied specific sociological issues 

such as inequalities (Lutz, 2019; Zajko, 2022), social transformation (Boyd & Holton, 2018), 

bureaucratic transformations (Newman et al., 2022), forms of AI such as machine learning 

(Molina & Garip, 2019; Mühlhoff, 2020) and robotics (Boyd & Holton, 2018), and ethical 

issues (Kerr et al., 2020). The development of AI invites sociologists to conduct further re- 

search. Further studies were asked to focus on issues of inequalities and structural change 

(Joyce et al., 2021), gender (Marinucci et al., 2023), social actors and technological process- 

es interactions (Boyd & Holton, 2018), and adaptation to new data worlds (Diaz-Bone et al., 

2020). 

One method for developing further research opportunities is bibliometric analysis. Bib- 

liometric analysis is the application of quantitative techniques to bibliometric data, such as 

citation and unit of publication. In contrast, using qualitative techniques in bibliometric anal- 

ysis is limited to the interpretation of data (Donthu et al., 2021). Bibliometric analysis has 

advantages over literature review or meta-analysis methods because it can analyze large- 
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scale scientific data, has a broad coverage scope, and provides a spectrum of topics within a 

particular research area (Donthu et al., 2021; Ferreira, 2018). Through bibliometric analysis, 

data on the development of sociological research on AI can be validated (Donthu et al., 

2021; Ho, 2018) and can help researchers determine future research topics (Stefani et al., 

2020; Wang et al., 2017). The novelty of further research can be generated from topics that 

have never been studied (Mulyawati & Ramadhan, 2021), topics that are most dissected 

(Wang et al., 2017), or topics not yet studied simultaneously (Yanuarti & Suprapto, 2021). 

This study utilizes bibliometric analysis to identify future research opportunities for 

artificial intelligence in sociology. The previous research conducted bibliometric analyses of 

artificial intelligence technologies for the social sciences (Bircan & Salah, 2022). Biblio- 

metric analysis of sociology studies on AI still needs to be explored. This research provides 

valid data on the development of sociological research on AI, which serves as a foundation 

to determine future research topics. Both of these aspects still need to be studied. 

 
RESEARCH METHODS 

 

The study conducts a bibliometric analysis of the publication unit through five research 

phases. First is the collection of data. Data is collected from publications on the selected Sci- 

enceDirect website because it can be downloaded without paid membership and publication 

data processing. Previous research used ScienceDirect data (Buele & Guerra, 2021; Purno- 

mo, 2022). ScienceDirect publishes articles from publisher Elsevier which has published 14 

million publications, more than 35,000 books, and 3,800 journals (Elsevier, 2023 July). 

Data is collected using the keywords "sociology" and "artificial intelligence" in con- 

junction with the title, abstract, or author. This step resulted in 42 articles from 1984-2022. 

This amount is small enough for 38 years. Data searches were modified using the keywords 

"social" and "artificial intelligence." This step resulted in 1,362 articles from 1999-2023. The 

period was changed to 2003-2023 to equate the data period. It has collected 1,277 articles for 

the keywords "artificial intelligence" and "social" and 31 articles for the keywords 

"sociology" and "artificial intelligence." Article data for the keywords "social" and "artificial 

intelligence" is 1000 most relevant articles according to ScienceDirect download capacity. 

Second, keyword selection used the VosViewer program. Data selection used co-word 

analysis, which analyzes topics in title, article, abstract, and keywords (Van Eck & Waltman, 

2010). Keywords "sociology" and "artificial intelligence" generated 161 keywords and only 

five meet the threshold for two times co-occurrences. Keywords "social" and "artificial intel- 

ligence" generated 3,460 keywords and 100 meet the threshold for five times co- 

occurrences. The number of co-occurrences remains different because the number of co- 
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occurrences for the keywords "sociology" and "artificial intelligence" is the maximum num- 

ber of co-occurrences in the VosViewer programs. 

Third, data processing used the VosViewer program with co-occurrence processing, 

total link strength, item topic, cluster, and map visualization. Co-occurrence analysis 

measures the frequency keywords appear together or co-occur (Donthu et al., 2021). Total 

link strength demonstrates the number of connections between two keywords (Van Eck & 

Waltman, 2010). Item topic is keyword meet the threshold with a minimum number of time 

co-occurrences selected in the data selection stage. Clusters are keywords with the highest co 

-occurrence (Donthu et al., 2021). VosViewer provides three map visualizations: overlay, 

network, and density visualization. These three maps present relationships between topics, 

trending topics per year, and research intensity in each topic (Van Eck & Waltman, 2010). 

The search results for the keywords "social" and "artificial intelligence" are numerous 

enough to categorize themes to facilitate analysis. These topics are grouped into several 

qualitative categories. Grouping refers to previous research and author judgment. The judg- 

ment of the author is allowed to determine a group of topics (Campbell et al., 2021). The 

judgment of the author is used to group topics that scientists or the general public know be- 

cause the topic indicates a particular group. Topics that require clarification are clarified by 

previous research. 

Fifth is the interpretation of data. The data interpretation is limited to the VosViewer 

program processing results. Qualitative interpretation of data does not transcend beyond 

quantitative data to maintain objectivity (Donthu et al., 2021). Thus, it is critical to ensure 

that the qualitative interpretation of data is limited to the quantitative data provided by the 

VosViewer program. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

Research Developments Sociology on Artificial Intelligence 

Data searches using the keywords "sociology" and "artificial intelligence" on specific 

titles, abstracts, or authors yielded a total of 31 articles for 20 years of publication. 31 arti- 

cles out of 14 million publications on Elsevier (Elsevier, 2023 July) show minimal publica- 

tions about sociology on AI. The data search using the keywords "social" and "artificial in- 

telligence" yielded 1,277 articles. This number is still tiny compared to the keywords 

"sociology" and "food tourism," which generated 3,055 articles (Purnomo, 2022), and the 

keywords "sociology" and "tourism," which generated 6,320 articles (Purnomo, 2023a; 

Purnomo, 2023b). Using the same timeframe as previous research, the keywords "sociology" 

and "artificial intelligence" produced only 42 articles and the keywords "social" and 

"artificial intelligence" only produced 1,362 articles. 
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Figure 1 shows that in 2023 there was no sociological publication on AI. Social topics 

on AI are trending upward, on a trend that continues to rise until 2022. By 2023, there were 

272 publications in the seven months until data collection was completed. The data reveals a 

huge opportunity for researchers to write articles on sociology topics on AI in 3,800 journals 

published by Elsevier (Elsevier, 2023 July). This indicates that there is a growing interest in 

social topics related to AI, which is likely to continue in the coming years. As more and 

more research is conducted in this area, the number of publications on sociology topics relat- 

ed to AI is expected to rise. 

Figure 1. Development of Research of the Sociology on AI 2003-2023 

Source: Processed from ScienceDirect by VosViewer, July 23, 2023 
 

 

Visualization Sociology on Artificial Intelligence Research Topic 

 
Analysis of co-occurrences for the keywords "sociology" and "artificial intelligence" 

resulted in five topics divided into three clusters. Cluster 1 consists of artificial intelligence 

and sociology. Cluster 2 comprises artificial intelligence and technology, while Cluster 3 

contains affects. Topic artificial intelligence has the highest occurrences and total link 

strength (10 and 5); topic sociology is in second place with an occurrence value of 5 and to- 

tal connection strength of 4. Of all the topics, only the "affect" topics do not directly relate to 

"sociology" and "artificial intelligence." 
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Based on Figure 1, it can be seen that sociology topics were researched alongside other 

topics other than technology while artificial intelligence topics were researched with the en- 

tire topic group. Referring to sociology research trends on AI from 1950-2023, research top- 

ics have varied from theoretical aspects, ethics, and types of technology to their impact on 

social phenomena (Kerr et al., 2020; Lutz, 2019; Molina & Garip, 2019; Vasile, 2018). 

There is still considerable opportunity for sociology scientists to write articles about sociolo- 

gy and AI in Elsevier journals. 

 

 
Figure 2. Network Visualization in Sociology on AI Research Topic in 2003-2023 

Source: Processed from ScienceDirect by VosViewer, July 23, 2023 
 
 

Figure 3 shows that the latest topic is technology. Recent research has specifically ex- 

amined AI technology such as machine learning and robotics (Boyd & Holton, 2018; Molina 

& Garip, 2019; Mühlhoff, 2020). The topic "affect" may refer to the influence of AI ap- 

proaches and acquisition advice sociology on AI to study the impact of AI on societal issues 

(Joyce et al., 2021). Although "affect" did not the most recent topic, it has been discussed for 

several years. Research on the sociology of AI in the future is expected to address social 

problems (Holton & Boyd, 2021; Joyce et al., 2021; Marinucci et al., 2023) and methodolo- 

gies related to AI technology advances (Diaz-Bone et al., 2020). The forms of AI, social 

problems, and methods have never been published in Elsevier journals. Further research into 

the implications of AI technology advances and its potential to address social problems 

could bring a new perspective to the discussion of the topics. This research has the oppor- 

tunity to be published in Elsevier journals. 
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Figure 3. Density Visualization in Sociology on AI Research Topic in 2003-2023 

Source: Processed from ScienceDirect by VosViewer, July 23, 2023 

 

Figure 2 findings are reinforced by the density visualization in Fig. 3. The most muscu- 

lar density is characterized by the brightest color (Van Eck & Waltman, 2010). Sociology 

research on AI focuses mainly on artificial intelligence and sociology. Analysis of co- 

occurrences, network, overlay, and density visualization shows that Elsevier journals have 

not published much on the sociology of AI. 
 

Figure 4. Density Visualization in Sociology on AI Research Topic in 2003-2023 

Source: Processed from ScienceDirect by VosViewer, July 23, 2023 
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Visualization Social on Artificial Intelligence Research Topic 

Analysis of co-words generated 100 keywords and nine clusters. Figure 4 shows the 

theme and cluster. Cluster 1, marked in red, has 15 topics. The topics were automation, cir- 

cular economy, data science, digitalization, environmental sustainability, governance, ICT, 

industry 4.0, pandemic, public administration, resilience, responsible research and innova- 

tion, review, survey, and sustainability. Cluster 2, marked in green, has 15 topics. The topics 

were big data, blockchain, cloud computing, cognitive computation, the Covid-19 pandemic, 

digital technology, digital transformation, healthcare, innovation, internet of things, IoT, 

public health, robots, smart city, and social IoT. 

Cluster 3, marked in dark blue, has 14 topics. The topics were affective computing, an- 

thropomorphism, emotional intelligence, human-robot interaction, human–robot interaction, 

intelligence artificielle, robotics, service robots, social cognition, social present, social robot, 

social robotic, social robots, and technology. Cluster 4, marked in yellow, has 13 topics. The 

topics were AI, artificial intelligence, chatbots, communication, decision-making, education, 

human-computer interaction, literature review, mental health, neuroscience, perception, psy- 

chology, and social innovation. Cluster 5, marked in purple, has 13 topics. The topics were 

artificial intelligence (AI), autism, classification, collaborative learning, computer vision, 

deep learning, explainable artificial intelligences, fake news detection, Instagram, social me- 

dia, social networks, systematic review, and transfer learning. 

 

Figure 5. Network Visualization in Social on AI Research Topic in 2003-2023 

Source: Processed from ScienceDirect by VosViewer, July 23, 2023 
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Cluster 6, marked in light blue, has 11 topics. The topics were Covid-19, decision sup- 

port system, depression, fake news, machine learning, natural language processing, online 

social networks, sentiment analysis, social media analytics, social network analysis, and 

Twitter. Cluster 7, highlighted in orange, has nine topics. The topics were algorithm, bias, 

bibliometric analysis, chatGPT, data, ethics, explainable AI, technology adoption, and trust. 

Cluster 8, marked in brown, has six topics. The topics were AI ethics, climate change, priva- 

cy, security, smart cities, and sustainable development. Cluster 9, marked in light purple, has 

four topics. The topics include big data analytics, fuzzy logic, management, and neural net- 

works. 

Table 1 shows the grouping of topics based on latent word meaning (Campbell et al., 

2021). The topics in each cluster that demonstrate relevant words are included in a group of 

topics. For example, some topics in the research method group, pandemics Covid-19, tech- 

nological issues, and ethics, refer to the meaning of latent or similar words. Clarification is 

done on several topics. For example, responsible research and innovation are discussed in 

the ethics group (Stahl & Wright, 2018), fuzzy logic is considered within the research meth- 

od group (Krzywanski, 2019), and human-robot interaction is incorporated into the social 

issues group (Zacharaki et al., 2020). Smart cities and smart cities can be associated with 

technological or social issues (Dash & Sharma, 2022; Mark & Anya, 2019). Both topics are 

included in the social issues group because previous research has positioned smart cities as 

the subject of AI research (Allam & Dhunny, 2019; Veselov et al., 2021). The possibility of 

debate can still arise about the placement of topics in the technological group. This is be- 

cause previous research examined the topic as a form of technology or its impact on social 

life. 

Sociology is not included in Table 1. It is easier to determine whether the study in the 

articles covering the topic is a sociological study with a literature review of each article to 

qualitatively determine the article's content (Donthu et al., 2021). Quantitative data suggests 

that "sociology" topics do not have the occurrences and link strength values sufficient to fit 

into the list of research topics "social" and "artificial intelligence." 

Table 1. Grouping of Social on Artificial Intelligence Research Topic 

Group Topic and Cluster 

Research method Data science, review, and survey (1); big data (2); literature review (4); systematical 
review (5); sentiment analysis, social media analytics, and social network analysis 
(6); bibliometric analysis and data (7); fuzzy logic and big data analytics (9). 

Technological issues Automation, digitalization, ICT, and industry 4.0 (1); blockchain, cognitive compu- 
ting, cloud computing, digital technology, digital transformation, internet of things, 
IOT, robots, and social IOT (2); affective computing, intelligence artificielle, robot- 
ics, service robots, social robot, social robotic, social robots, and technology (3); AI, 
artificial intelligence, and chatbots (4); artificial intelligence (AI), computer vision 
and explainable artificial intelligence (5); machine learning (6); algorithms, 
chatGPT, and explainable AI (7). 

Covid-19 pandemic Pandemic (1); Covid-19 pandemic (2); Covid-19 (6). 
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Group Topic and Cluster 

Social issues Circular economy, environmental sustainability, governance, public administration, 
resilience, and sustainability (1); healthcare, smart city, innovation, and public health 
(2); social present, human-robot interaction, human-robot interactions, anthropomor- 
phism, emotional intelligence, and social cognition (3); decision-making, human- 
computer interaction, social innovation, communication, education, mental health, 
neuroscience, perception, and psychology (4); social networks, autism, classifica- 
tion, collaborative learning, deep learning, fake news detection, Instagram, social 
media, and transfer learning (5); online social networks, decision support system, 
depression, fake news, natural language processing, and Twitter (6); bias, technology 
adoption, and trust (7); climate change, privacy, security, smart cities, and sustaina- 
ble development (8); management and neural networks (9). 

Ethical issues Responsible research and innovation (1); ethics (7); AI ethics (8). 

Source: Processed from ScienceDirect by VosViewer, July 23, 2023 
 

Figure 5 shows that almost all research topics were in the post-2015 period except for 

fuzzy logic and neural networks. Figure 5 shows that almost the entire topic is current be- 

cause it is highlighted in bright yellow (Van Eck & Waltman, 2010). Potential future oppor- 

tunities can be obtained by studying these topics that have not been studied before or are in 

different clusters (Purnomo, 2022; Yanuarti & Suprapto, 2021). Therefore, these topics rep- 

resent potential opportunities to make further advances in the field, and should be given spe- 

cial emphasis when considering future research. 

 

 

Figure 6. Overlay Visualization in Social on AI Research Topic in 2003-2023 

Source: Processed from ScienceDirect by VosViewer, July 23, 2023 
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Figure 6 shows the most concentrated artificial intelligence research, followed by social 

media, Covid-19, and deep learning. The covid-19 outbreak, which began in early 2020, has 

attracted researchers' attention. Topics related to Covid-19 are in Clusters 1, 2, and 6 or have 

been researched with topics in those clusters. Social media and deep learning are in cluster 5. 

Social media and AI in sociology studies have been investigated through links between AI 

technology, social media, and human interaction (Fussey & Roth, 2020; Mühlhoff, 2020). 

Deep learning in educational sociology has gained attention since the 1950s (Midhun, 1955; 

Sebastian, 1955). Recent research has examined sociological perspectives on the relationship 

between deep learning and AI (Boyd & Holton, 2018; Liu, 2021). However, data on the limi- 

tations of sociology research topics on artificial intelligence in ScienceDirect suggests that 

any topic in the societal sphere still has an excellent opportunity to be researched in sociolo- 

gy studies on AI. 

 

Figure 7. Density Visualization in Social on AI Research Topic in 2003-2023 

Source: Processed from ScienceDirect by VosViewer, July 23, 2023 
 

 

Linking the findings between social on AI research and sociology requires understand- 

ing how an analysis becomes sociological. Sociology itself has developed in a variety of 

specifications, such as sociology of education (Oliveira & Silva, 2020), medicine 

(Monaghan & Gabe, 2022), economics (Hass, 2020), and digital (Selwyn, 2019). Sociologi- 

cal analysis studies social impact, issues, and theory (Matthewman & Huppatz, 2020). Soci- 
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ology focuses on social change, order, movement, process, interaction, and relationships. 

The distinction between sociological and other perspectives is the use of sociological imagi- 

nation in explaining the relationship between individuals and society (Aarons & Willis, 

2022). The study of any topic can be categorized as sociological if it is described and studied 

at a distinct level in accordance with the sociological research act (Swedberg, 2021). This 

guidance enables all societal, ethical, and technological topics to be studied from a sociologi- 

cal perspective. 

Topics in the research method group are open to study or use from various scientific 

perspectives. The use of the word "research method" is still debatable. Methodology is a 

general principle that guides sociological research systematically and logically in order to 

establish social knowledge by sociologists and convince them of how they should carry out 

their research (Bulmer, 2003: 4). The correct word for some topics in a group of research 

methods is research technique. This is because it refers to specific ways to obtain or process 

data (Bulmer, 2003: 5). The topics were review, survey, big data analytics (Hariri et al., 

2019), sentiment analysis (Wankhade et al., 2022), social media analytics (Chang et al., 

2019), and bibliometric analysis (Donthu et al., 2021). Some topics even refer to data types, 

such as data science, big data, and data. The research method includes the following topics 

because they have general principles that systematically and logically guide research. How- 

ever, they also cover specific ways to obtain or process data. These topics include a literature 

review (Paul & Criado, 2020), systematical review (Linnenluecke et al., 2020), social net- 

work analysis (Knoke & Yang, 2019), and fuzzy logic (Krzywanski, 2019). 

Topics in research techniques, methods, or data can be sociological research if it meets 

the elements of sociological research. These elements are the use of sociological imagination 

in explaining the relationship between individuals and society (Aarons & Willis, 2022), stud- 

ied with distinct unity under the sociological research act (Swedberg, 2021), and sociological 

investigation to establish social knowledge (Bulmer, 2003: 5). 

It is imperative that topics in the Covid-19 pandemic group be adjusted to take into ac- 

count the ending of the pandemic (World Health Organization, May 2023). Research since 

2022 has led to post-pandemic issues (Arunagiri & Udayaadithya, 2022; Purnomo et al., 

2022). Going forward, it is important to consider the long-term implications of the Covid-19 

pandemic and how it has changed the research landscape in the world. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Sociology research on artificial intelligence in ScienceDirect still needs improvement. 

A bibliometric analysis of ScienceDirect articles in 2003-2023 found that the keywords 

"sociology" and "artificial intelligence" only existed in 31 articles and had five topics, name- 
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ly intelligence artificielle, sociology, artificial intelligence, technology, and affect. This num- 

ber is minimal compared to the number of articles published in ScienceDirect. There is a 

high probability that a sociologist can publish their scientific paper in 3,800 Elsevier journals 

and books. 

Keyword expansion using the keywords "social" and "artificial intelligence" resulted 

in 1,227 articles and 100 keywords that meet the threshold. These topics include research 

methods, technological issues, Covid-19 pandemic, and social and ethical issues. Almost all 

topics were researched over the past ten years, with the highest research density in artificial 

intelligence, social media, Covid-19, and deep learning. The findings indicate that societal 

research on artificial intelligence at ScienceDirect is still relatively new compared to re- 

search developments since the 1950s. Density visualization analysis finds that opportunities 

are still open for other research outside of topics that have been extensively studied or to as- 

sociate topics that have been primarily studied with other topics yet to be researched. 

Social research topics on artificial intelligence have sociological research opportunities 

on all 100 topics. The absence of sociology topics in social research on artificial intelligence 

invites sociologists to study these topics by meeting sociological research elements. The 

Covid-19 pandemic group requires adaptation to the post-pandemic societal context. To con- 

tribute to this research agenda, sociologists should identify gaps in the existing literature and 

generate new topics that address the implications of artificial intelligence in the post- 

pandemic context. 
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